
200-300kg/h Energy Saving Gummy Bear
Making Machine Gummy Making Machine
Specifications :

Payment Terms L/C T/T Western Union

Keyword gummy bear making machine.gummy manufacturing machine,gummy bear candy machine

Detail Introduction :
Gummy Bear Making Machine

Gummy Manufacturing Equipment is developed with an advanced production process for the
continuous production of various shapes of gummy bears. By changing the molds, different kinds of
gummy bears can be produced. The structure is hygienic and the PLC automatic system is easy to
operate, and the gummy bears produced are very popular among customers at home and abroad.

Precautions for using Gummy Machine.
Precautions for using Gummy Machine.

1 The pectin should be fully melted because the unhydrated pectin lacks gel properties.
2 To avoid violent decomposition of pectin in the process of making gummy bears, the heating

temperature and time should be controlled, and the acid addition time should be controlled.
3 To avoid excessive conversion of granulated sugar during gummy bears manufacturing, sodium citrate

can also be added for buffering and balancing.
4 The setting temperature and time of gummy bears should be controlled.
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Gummy Manufacturing Machine Parameters.
Model Production capacity Power Compressed air External dimensions
HT-1 150?kg/h? 8?kw? 0.2?m³/m? 1500*1100*1800?mm?
HT-2 300?kg/h? 12?kw? 0.25?m³/m? 3000*1500*3500?mm?
HT-3 450?kg/h? 16?kw? 0.4?m³/m? 4500*2000*4500?mm?
HT-4 600?kg/h? 20?kw? 0.45?m³/m? 6000*3000*6000?mm?

Advantages of Gummy Bear Candy Maker.
1. Rich industry production experience, professional production technology. With professional
technology, perfect testing means, focus on technology development and Gummy Bear Making
Machine update, precise quality control, and strict quality inspection at all times.
2. Professional R & D, sales, and after-sales team, to provide you with added value far beyond the
price.
3. Strict implementation of the indicators testing, strict testing of the reliability of the quality. Complete
testing equipment and long life span, every Gummy Bear Making Machine leave the factory after
strict testing.
Gummy Bear Manufacturing customization process.

Gummy Bear Manufacturing customization process.
Document Intention to provide drawings to the customer, note the required performance characteristics,

etc.
Confirmation Commercial Gummy Candy Maker receives the documents from the intended customer and

confirms the details of the drawings and performance characteristics with the intended
customer.

Production We arrange the production according to the requirements of the intended customer.
Shipping After the production of the Gummy Bear Candy Machine is completed, we will contact the

purchased customers immediately.
Shipping Arrange shipping, we will track the logistics information in real-time.
Payment  Confirm the payment method.
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Installation  We will provide installation at your home, and we will take care of the after-sales service.
After-sales

service
If you have any technical problems, we are available online 24 hours a day to guide each
customer.

Gummy Bear Making Machine not only produces gummy bears with stable quality but also saves
labor and occupies space thus reducing production costs. We appreciate every Gummy Bear
Making Machine customer with advanced technology, excellent service, and reasonable price,
welcome to guide you!
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